
Want a rectum-sweater?
Then send us an email!

pamphlette@lists.reed.edu
Already have one?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

“Is it ethical for Boots to make up everyone’s repsonses?”

MAT OLSON: Stripadillas. Stripadillas tasty. Yum yum. Stripadillas. I have glasses.
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Polar bear flatulence. Tooty-tooty polar bears!
SEAN HOWARD:  Dope. Dope dope dope dope dope. Dogs. Dope dogs.
HANNAH LOONEY: No. I don’t want to write for this thing any more.
BOOTS: Absolutely!

Yeti Infestation at Reed Ski Cabin Resolved Peaceably

Reed Institutes Barter System
By HL

In the past month, Reed has been transitioning to a Barter Economy. Here are a few of  the changes to day-
to-day costs at Reed that are relevant to YOU:

- Total estimated per annum cost of  attendance at Reed has been adjusted from “$56,000” 
to “Hahahahaha give us your house and maybe you can stay here for four years.”

- A coffee from the Paradox now costs 7 American Spirit cigarettes. A pack of  American 
Spirits still costs your ability to deny that you’re smoking for the image.

- Laundry no longer costs $1.25 per wash; instead, Residence Life is requesting a slice of  
Hammy’s pizza and some beer (preferably a seasonal ale) in exchange for a week’s worth of  
washing & drying.

- When a billiards player drops their cue on the ground in the pool hall, fellow players 
no longer yell, “QUARTER!!!” Instead, people have been yelling phrases like, “Goat!”, 
“Wheat!”, or “Nugget!”

- Dormitory Custodial staff  has requested their wages be paid in the experience of  watching 
drunk students “clean up their own fucking messes”. (As part of  negotiations, they had to 
concede the right to flagellate people whose shits are too big to fit down the toilet.)

- A meal from Commons’ Daily Planet will now cost a pint of  blood, or a kidney. (People 
with O-negative blood will receive extra chilaquiles.) However, at the grill, a stripadilla costs 
the same as it always has: one year off  of  your life.

By BB
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By BB

 A wearied troupe of  Reedies was just arriving at the beloved Reed Ski Cabin on Mount Hood to 
enjoy a lovely weekend of  snobbery and winter sporting when they burst in upon an unpleasant scene: a yeti was 
clipping his toenails by the fireplace!  “Do you mind?” he asked in a gruff  Russian accent, clutching his bathrobe 
tightly around his ample person.  Horrified, the students fled to the sauna, where they stumbled upon the yeti’s 
wife taking a steam.  “Occupied!” she sputtered.  After an awkward 15 minute stand-off, peace talks led by-tena-
cious Poli-Sci Major Barry Schlumper revealed the region around the cabin to be the Yeti’s ancestral homeland.  
For centuries the yetis had lived there simply and peaceably, subsisting on entire caribou carcasses and only raiding 
nearby villages for schoolchildren to eat in the direst of  circumstances.  The college had developed on the craggy 
land without even checking for prior claims.  “They took our land,” lamented, Mordu, the male yeti,  “And our 
children!” His wife chided him sweetly,  “Don’t exaggerate, my yeti-caribou-carcass-muffin-pie.”  Ten minutes and 
seven schaats of  Schaaps later, the yetis ceded control of  the cabin during the school term.  “Except Super Bowl 
Weekend,” Schlevka, the female, grunted.  “Super Bowl big deal for yetis.  Central to religion.  Need cabin for... 
rituals.”  The terms were settled, and both parties sealed the deal with a traditional Yeti chest-bump.  WIth a draft 
of  the new contract in hand, the yetis trudged across the frozen wastes, presumably to meet with a caterer for the 
upcoming Super Bowl party and to fill out their brackets.

Relationship Advice: Steal Insulin, Wear Rectum-Sweaters
It’s that time of  the semester. You’ve been with someone you met at the beginning of  the year, and you’re slowly exiting the honeymooners’ stage into a tenuous balance between school, sexual intercourse, and making sure 
you don’t go over your semesterly quota of  eye-contact with another human being. Perhaps this significant other has started to tell you things like, “I’m comfortable with you.” Whoa now! Comfortable? Like a couch? 
What does that even mean?! I’m not a couch! Well, I’m here to tell you that it doesn’t have be that way (happy), and you can indeed keep your relationship in the revered, goldilocks gray area of  blurry unlabeledness. 
Simply follow these foolproof  steps to maintain a healthy emotional distance between yourself  and your “lover”. (“Love” - what does that even mean?!) Also, please note that to ensure this advice is easy to remember, I’ve 
made the proceeding ‘steps’ an acronym for my name.

STEP 1: Brazenly weird(er) sex noises. This is a great way to start turning your lover against you. Next time you’re getting intimate, lean closely into their ear, as if  you are going to kiss 
or nibble it. Then, do your best imitation of  a Beluga Whale mating call, which kind of  sounds like a baby lemur getting struck with a badminton racket. If  whales aren’t your thing, you 
can also try doing a yak sound, a bear sound, or (my personal favorite) the giant anteater’s post-coital bliss sound.

STEPS 2 & 3: Orifice Openness. Be more open about your bowel movements. Stop closing the door when you take a shit. If  your lover ever gets grossed out, make a big deal about it. 
Talk about how you don’t think the two of  you could make it to that next step without really knowing each others’ fecal composition and digestive tendencies.

STEP 4: Take their stuff. Believe me, nothing can anger your lover like borrowing their shit without telling them. An example from my last “relationship”:
 “Boots, have you seen my insulin?”
 “Uhhhhh. Wait. Insulin?”
 “Yes, insulin.”
 “Oh. Shit.”
 “What?”
 “Well, I saw a bottle labeled, ‘INSULTIN’’, and I thought to myself, ‘Who wants to be insulted?’ So, I threw it out.”
 “Goddamnit. You’re such an asshole.”

STEP 5: Start wearing Rectum-Spike-Sweaters. What’s a Rectum-Spike-Sweater, you ask? They’re only available through the Pam-
phlette, and supplies are limited ($49.95 with free shipping)! The logic of  a Rectum-Spike-Sweater is that your lover might only be com-
fortable with you because you wear nice, cozy knit apparel, like sweaters. If  you start wearing something that makes you uncharacteristically uncomfortable to cuddle with (say, a sweater 
made from pumice and rubber spikes, each of  which has been carefully and personally inserted into my rectum), you will smell bad and be a threat to their health. They will associate you 
with discomfort, thereby solving all of  your “relationship” woes!

It’s as easy as that! So, next time you think to yourself, “Wow, I really like this person. I should begin the process of  subtly disengaging myself  from them,” just think to yourself: BOOTS. You can go no wrong.

Mordu, holding one of  
his paw prints (left)

This is the type of  distaince you should hope to maintain.

By BB

Free Fellatio! (Friday, 9PM)
 Reed’s Pre-eminent Improv-Comedy group is back and at it! Get your giggle going 

this weekend with us!

WHEN?
Friday, November 16th, 2012 @ 9 pm

WHERE?
Winch-Capehart, in the luxurious, bougie ODB!

WHY?
Pool hall formal is all about knocking around balls with other balls until they roll into a hard plastic 

pocket. Our troup has fellatio in its name. Which sounds more pleasant?

HOW?
Just show up and get drunk! We will only kick you out if  you have a bird. Seriously, people. Don’t bring 

any fucking birds to our shows. It’s not nice, and we have told you countless times: NO BIRDS!


